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• Funding
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• The areas of linguistics

• Introduction to linguistic problem-solving

What this presentation covers
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Introduction to the 
overall Linguistics
Module
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Linguistics Module (funded by Post-Primary 
Languages Ireland (PPLI)
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• Develop language awareness 

• Increase uptake of Modern Foreign Languages

• Improve Modern Foreign Languages learning

• Improve reading and writing skills 

• Cross- cultural understanding

• Critical thinking abilities

• Improve team-working and communication skills

The benefits of doing this module
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• Dr Bettina Knipschild (language teacher, Old Bawn Community 
School Tallaght)

• Ms Wilma Slevin (language teacher, Ashbourne Community 
School)

• Prof Harold Somers (AILO Puzzles)

• Prof Maja Popović (Assistant Professor ADAPT DCU, Machine 
Translation)

• Dr Theodorus Fransen (ADAPT, NUIG)

• Prof Andy Way (Deputy-Director ADAPT DCU)

• Dr Cara Greene (AILO, Education and Public Engagement ADAPT 
DCU) and the EPE team of ADAPT

• Dr Kènia Puig Post-Primary Languages Ireland (PPLI)

• Thank you to everyone who tested materials

Who worked on this module
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• Topic 1 Introduction to areas of linguistics and problem-solving

• Topic 2 Historical Linguistics

• Topic 3 Phonetics

• Topic 4 Sociolinguistics

• Topic 5 Writing systems

• Topic 6 Language Acquisition and Second Language Acquisition

• Topic 7 Morphology

• Topic 8 Syntax

• Topic 9 Psycholinguistics / Neurolinguistics

• Topic 10 Machine Translation

Overview of this Linguistics Module
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• Designed to be flexible to schools e.g. do all topics or choose a few

• Open to the whole school (all second level) and the whole island

• 20 hours of materials (or more!) but you choose when and where it fits

• Teacher-led 

About the Module
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Source: 

https://sites.middlebury.edu/linguistics101/category/uncategorized/

Linguists study language as a system and
interfaces of that system with other
disciplines

https://sites.middlebury.edu/linguistics101/category/uncategorized/


• AILO aims to improve linguistic and language awareness and 
students’ linguistic problem-solving skills 
• keys skills for careers in language, linguistics and computation

• 36,000 secondary schools all over the island have taken part since 
2009 🡪 Sign up at https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/

• Free puzzles and workshops in preparation for first round in schools in 
January and National Final in March every year

• AILO also selects the Irish International Linguistics Olympiad (IOL) 
team

Why is AILO doing this?
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https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/


• Topic 1 Introduction to areas of linguistics and problem-
solving

• Topic 2 Historical Linguistics

• Topic 3 Phonetics

• Topic 4 Sociolinguistics

• Topic 5 Writing systems

• Topic 6 Language Acquisition and Second Language Acquisition

• Topic 7 Morphology

• Topic 8 Syntax

• Topic 9 Psycholinguistics / Neurolinguistics

• Topic 10 Machine Translation

Overview of this Linguistics Module
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Topic 1.1

Introduction to 
Linguistics 



• The principal method of human communication, consisting of 

words used in a structured and conventional way and conveyed 

by speech, writing, or gesture.

• A system of communication used by a particular country or 

community.

• Linguistics is the scientific study of language and its 

structure

What is language?
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Areas of Linguistics
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Phonetics Psycholinguistics

Semantics

Sociolinguistics Semantics

Syntax
Machine Translation

Neurolinguistics

Historical Linguistics

First language acquisition

Second language acquisition

Pragmatics

Morphology



Sociolinguistics (Topic 2)
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• Relationship between society and language
• The way we use language in different social situations

• e.g. Which one of the following greetings would you use in a formal 
letter?

Sociolinguistics (Topic 2)
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Heya

Dear Sir /  
Madam Hi there

Yo! 



Phonetics (Topic 3)
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• Phonetics is the study of human sounds and phonology is the 
classification of the sounds within the system of a particular 
language or languages

Phonetics (Topic 3)
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• How language changes over time

Historical Linguistics (Topic 4)
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• Methods of visually representing verbal communication, based on a 

script and a set of rules regulating its use.

Writing Systems (Topic 5)
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• How babies acquire language

Language Acquisition (Topic 6)
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• How we learn a second language

Language Acquisition (Topic 6)
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• Study of the structure of words

Cleanliness = clean (Root Word) + ly (D noun→adjective) + ness (D 

adjective→noun ‘the quality of being an N)

Morphology (Topic 7)
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• The structure of sentences / study of grammar

Syntax (Topic 8)
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• The psychology of language. Iit aims to help us understand how 
language is used to communicate ideas and feelings. 

Neurolinguistics (Topic 9)

• Neurolinguistics is the relationship between language and the 
structure and functioning of the brain.  

• What happens when language is compromised and how language 
disorders can give us clues about how language is represented 
and processed in the brain.

Psycholinguistics (Topic 9)
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• Using a computer (or app) to 
translate between one 
language (Source) and another 
language (Target)

Machine Translation (Topic 10)
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Semantics (not covered here)

• Study of the meaning of words

Pragmatics (not 
covered here)

• Study of meaning in context
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Exercise 1.1

• Split the students into pairs to work on the Worksheet 1.1 

Introduction to Linguistics. Students should think about examples of 

language and communication. 

• The students will then match the areas of linguistics with their 

description.
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Topic 1.2

Introduction to 
linguistic problem-
solving
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• In linguistics puzzles, we try figure out the 
rules of new languages we encounter.

• We analyse the data we are given in a 
systematic way

• What patterns do we see

• Note these features we see in a table

Language is rule-based
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Man is writing a letter.

Woman is writing a letter.

Man wrote a letter.

Man sees a letter.

Language is rule-based 
What are the rules in this simple script?
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● Word order is the order in which words appear in sentences 

across different languages e.g. subject, objects and verbs

● English is subject, verb object (SVO) 

The cat eats the food.

● What other languages do you know with other word orders?

● Irish, French, German, Spanish orders?

● What is the Irish word order? e.g. D’ith an madra an bia.

● What word order is this script?

First of all, what is word order?
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Man is writing a letter.

Woman is writing a letter.

Man wrote a letter.

Man sees a letter.

Look closely. Note what you can 

learn about the script.

34

Have a go at writing 

these in the script:

Woman saw a letter.

Man saw a woman.



• What kind of writing system is this (what each symbol 

represents)?

• What is the direction of writing? 

• Are there any additional rules for symbols?

What have we learnt about this 
language?
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Woman saw a letter.

Man saw a woman.

Writing down the rules of this language:

Writing system type: Symbol = word

Direction – Left to Right

Word order: Subject Verb Object (SVO)

Present tense - hat ^, past tense ʾ big 

apostrophe/comma

Solution
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Tips for the Solving Problems

• Write down everything you notice about the language 
structure in a systematic way

• Don’t recap the steps you took in finding the answer

• The fine detail matters, look for patterns

• Look for clues in the title and the description

• Build on what you already know



• Slovenian Puzzle and Solution

• Slovene (or Slovenian) is the language of Slovenia, a small 
country bordering on Austria, Croatia, Hungary and Italy. 

• Slovenian is spoken by almost two million people and is 
related to other Slavic languages such as Russian and Czech. 

• Agnes, Gregor, and the twins Darija and Darko are students 
from Bežigrad Grammar school in Ljubljana, the capital of 
Slovenia. 

• Slovenian does not have articles such as “the” and “a”.

Puzzle 1.2 Trying a problem together: 
Slovenian - 15 minutes
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https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Slovenian-Question-and-Answer.pdf


Slovenian Sentences English Translation

1. Dvojčka delata domačo nalogo. The twins do the homework.

2. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz delava 

domačo nalogo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I do the 

homework”.

3. Mi tri delamo domačo nalogo. We three do the homework.

4. Darija in Darko hodita v šolo. Darija and Darko walk to school.

5. Včasih, Agnes in dvojčka  hodijo v 

šolo.

Sometimes, Agnes and the twins 

walk to school.

6. Darko pravi: “Včasih, Darija in 

Agnes in jaz hodimo v šolo”.

Darko says: “Sometimes, Darija 

and Agnes and I walk to school”.

7. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz hodiva v 

šolo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I walk to 

school”.

8. Dvojčka hodita v šolo. The twins walk to school.

How we do start? 



Slovenian Sentences English Translation

1. Dvojčka delata domačo 

nalogo.

The twins do the homework.

2. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

delava domačo nalogo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I do 

the homework”.

3. Mi tri delamo domačo nalogo. We three do the homework.

4. Darija in Darko hodita v šolo. Darija and Darko walk to 

school.

5. Včasih, Agnes in dvojčka 

hodijo v šolo.

Sometimes, Agnes and the 

twins walk to school.

6. Darko pravi: “Včasih, Darija in 

Agnes in jaz hodimo v šolo”.

Darko says: “Sometimes, 

Darija and Agnes and I walk to 

school”.

7. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

hodiva v šolo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I walk 

to school”.

8. Dvojčka hodita v šolo. The twins walk to school.

What is happening in the English text?



Slovenian Sentences English Translation

1. Dvojčka delata domačo 

nalogo.

The twins do the homework.

2. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

delava domačo nalogo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I do 

the homework”.

3. Mi tri delamo domačo nalogo. We three do the homework.

4. Darija in Darko hodita v šolo. Darija and Darko walk to 

school.

5. Včasih, Agnes in dvojčka 

hodijo v šolo.

Sometimes, Agnes and the 

twins walk to school.

6. Darko pravi: “Včasih, Darija in 

Agnes in jaz hodimo v šolo”.

Darko says: “Sometimes, 

Darija and Agnes and I walk to 

school”.

7. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

hodiva v šolo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I walk

to school”.

8. Dvojčka hodita v šolo. The twins walk to school.

Look at the English verbsedo start? What is 
happening in the English text?



Slovenian Sentences English Translation

1. Dvojčka delata domačo 

nalogo.

The twins do the homework.

2. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

delava domačo nalogo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I do 

the homework”.

3. Mi tri delamo domačo nalogo. We three do the homework.

4. Darija in Darko hodita v šolo. Darija and Darko walk to 

school.

5. Včasih, Agnes in dvojčka  

hodijo v šolo.

Sometimes, Agnes and the 

twins walk to school.

6. Darko pravi: “Včasih, Darija in 

Agnes in jaz hodimo v šolo”.

Darko says: “Sometimes, 

Darija and Agnes and I walk to 

school”.

7. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

hodiva v šolo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I walk 

to school”.

8. Dvojčka hodita v šolo. The twins walk to school.

Who is doing the action in each of these?



Slovenian Sentences English Translation

1. Dvojčka delata domačo 

nalogo.

The twins do the homework.

2. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

delava domačo nalogo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I do 

the homework”.

3. Mi tri delamo domačo nalogo. We three do the homework.

4. Darija in Darko hodita v šolo. Darija and Darko walk to 

school.

5. Včasih, Agnes in dvojčka  

hodijo v šolo.

Sometimes, Agnes and the 

twins walk to school.

6. Darko pravi: “Včasih, Darija in 

Agnes in jaz hodimo v šolo”.

Darko says: “Sometimes, 

Darija and Agnes and I walk to 

school”.

7. Darija pravi: “Darko in jaz 

hodiva v šolo”.

Darija says: “Darko and I walk 

to school”.

8. Dvojčka hodita v šolo. The twins walk to school.

Matching to the Slovenian



hodi (walk)
add - ta (Darija and Darko, the twins)

- mo (Darija and Agnes and I)

- va (Darko and I)

- jo (Agnes and twins)

dela (do)

add - ta (the twins)

- mo (we three)

- va (Darko and I)

Let’s look at the two verbs
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How to structure a table with the 
same information 
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Similarly, nouns have different endings for dual “-a” and 

plural “-i” 

Trojčki (triplets) Dvojčka (twins)



Topic 1.3

Trying an All Ireland 
Linguistics Olympiad 
(AILO) Puzzle
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• Danish and Swedish puzzle

• Big Dog, Old Bull

• Try this puzzle in pairs for 20 
minutes

• The solution is here to discuss on 
screen

• What rules do you notice?

Topic 1.3 Let’s try to find 
patterns in two similar languages
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https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Swedish-Danish-Q-and-A-1.pdf


• We encourage every school and student to take part in the 2022/23 
All Ireland Linguistics Olympiad (AILO). 

• It’s free and open to every secondary school student on the island.

• The preliminary round is held in your own school at the end of January 
with the National Final in Dublin City University in March 2023.

• Register at https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/enter/ and try other puzzle at 
https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/puzzles/. 

Extra Resources
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https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/
https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/enter/
https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/puzzles/


Thank you
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